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Russian Winter 2012-03-31

praise for russian winter an elegant compelling puzzle of family memory and solitude that brings to life modern day boston and postwar russia through a profound love story graceful moving and
unexpected matthew pearl author of the dante club a tender and moving debut novel candis magazine an impressive debut intelligent moving and flitting easily between the artistic salons of soviet russia
and the boston of today guardian a memorable love story cleverly disguised as historical fiction red magazine part romance part mystery this elegant debut captures the danger and refuge of love in
stalin s era good housekeeping

Sight Reading 2013-05-21

the critically acclaimed author of russian winter turns her sure and suspenseful artistry boston globe to the lives of three colleagues and lovers in the world of classical music on a boston street
one warm spring day hazel and remy spot each other for the first time in years although their brief meeting may seem insignificant behind them lie two decades in which their life paths have crisscrossed
diverged and ultimately interlaced remy a gifted violinist is married to the composer nicholas elko once the love of hazel s life it has been twenty years since remy an ambitious conservatory student
nicholas a wunderkind launching an international career and his wife the beautiful and fragile hazel first came together tipping their collective world on its axis as their story unfolds from 1987 to
2007 from europe to america from conservatory life to the boston symphony orchestra each discovers the surprising ways in which the quest to create something real and true be it a work of art or
one s own life can lead to the most personal of revelations lyrical and evocative sight reading explores the role of art and beauty in everyday life while unspooling a transporting story of marriage
family and the secrets we keep even from ourselves

Blue Hours 2019-07-15

a mystery linking manhattan circa 1991 to eastern afghanistan in 2012 blue hours tells of a life changing friendship between two memorable heroines when we first meet mim she is a recent college
graduate who has disavowed her lower middle class roots to befriend kyra a dancer and daughter of privilege until calamity causes their estrangement twenty years later kyra has gone missing from her
ngo s headquarters in jalalabad and mim now a recluse in rural new england embarks on a journey to find her in its nuance originality and moral complexity blue hours becomes an unexpected page turner

Calamity and Other Stories 2006-05-09

twelve luminous stories alive with friendship and secrets introduce a remarkable writer daphne kalotay s characters confront regrets and unrealized hopes in tales tinged with gentle humor a newly
independent woman finds herself in bed with an ex husband of long ago a little girl gets a surprising glimpse into adulthood when she catches her mother in a moment of uninhibited pleasure a thirteen year
old boy contends with the unwanted attentions of a younger girl and for two older women a tie formed in their youth sustains them through varied twists of fate these are dazzling intertwined tales
of love failure and the comedy of human relationships

The Spinning Heart 2012-10-11

winner of the guardian first book award 2013 shortlisted for the dublin impac literary award 2014 longlisted for the man booker prize 2013 winner of book of the year at the irish book awards 2012
my father still lives back the road past the weir in the cottage i was reared in i go there every day to see is he dead and every day he lets me down he hasn t yet missed a day of letting me down in the
aftermath of ireland s financial collapse dangerous tensions surface in an irish town as violence flares the characters face a battle between public persona and inner desires through a chorus of unique
voices each struggling to tell their own kind of truth a single authentic tale unfolds the spinning heart speaks for contemporary ireland like no other novel wry vulnerable all too human it captures
the language and spirit of rural ireland and with uncanny perception articulates the words and thoughts of a generation technically daring and evocative of patrick mccabe and j m synge this novel of
small town life is witty dark and sweetly poignant donal ryan s brilliantly realized debut announces a stunning new voice in literary fiction



The First Rule of Swimming 2013-05-28

a woman must leave her island home to search for her missing sister and confront the haunted history of her family magdalena does not panic when she learns that her younger sister has disappeared a
free spirit jadranka has always been prone to mysterious absences but when weeks pass with no word magdalena leaves the isolated croatian island where their family has always lived and sets off to
new york to find her sister her search begins to unspool the dark history of their family reaching back three generations to a country torn by war a haunting and sure footed debut by an award winning
writer the first rule of swimming explores the legacy of betrayal and loss in a place where beauty is fused inextricably with hardship and where individuals are forced to make wrenching choices as they
are swept up in the tides of history

Stalina 2011

a russian emigre learns that she can succeed at anything as long as she can corral all the demons from her past

The Russian Concubine 2009-09-03

the sunday times top ten bestselling author wonderful hugely ambitious and atmospheric kate mosse discover a brilliant story of love danger courage and betrayal from the internationally bestselling
author of the betrayal junchow china 1928 lydia ivanova was among the russian elite until the bolsheviks revolutions forced her to flee to china with her mother but survival is hard lydia has a
fierce spirit nothing can dim it not even the foul waters of the peiho river into the river s grime bodies are tossed those of thieves and communists alike a reminder that every time lydia steals from someone
to feed herself and her mother she takes her life into her own hands even though mother and daughter live in the whites only settlement no walls can keep lydia in as she escapes to meet her lover chang an
lo but chang has enemies who are hunting him down and their all consuming love can only mean danger for them both the concubine s secret and the jewel of st petersburg are also available to buy now in
paperback and ebook further praise for kate furnivall superb storytelling dinah jefferies a thrilling plot fast paced with a sinister edge times a thrilling compelling read wonderful lesley pearse gripping
poignant beautifully written will capture the reader to the last sun truly captivating elle perfect escapist reading marie claire an achingly beautiful epic new woman a rollicking good read daily
telegraph

The Street of a Thousand Blossoms 2007-09-04

gail tsukiyama s the street of a thousand blossoms is a powerfully moving masterpiece about tradition and change loss and renewal and love and family from a glorious storyteller at the height of
her powers it is tokyo in 1939 on the street of a thousand blossoms two orphaned brothers dream of a future firmly rooted in tradition the older boy hiroshi shows early signs of promise at the
national obsession of sumo wrestling while kenji is fascinated by the art of noh theater masks but as the ripples of war spread to their quiet neighborhood the brothers must put their dreams on hold and
forge their own paths in a new japan meanwhile the two young daughters of a renowned sumo master find their lives increasingly intertwined with the fortunes of their father s star pupil hiroshi

The Steel Wave 2008-05-13

bonus this edition contains an excerpt from jeff shaara s no less than victory jeff shaara america s premier author of military historical fiction brings us the centerpiece of his epic trilogy of the second
world war general dwight eisenhower once again commands a diverse army that must find its single purpose in the destruction of hitler s european fortress his primary subordinates omar bradley and
bernard montgomery must prove that this unique blend of allied armies can successfully confront the might of adolf hitler s forces who have already conquered western europe on the coast of france
german commander erwin rommel fortifies and prepares for the coming invasion acutely aware that he must bring all his skills to bear on a fight his side must win but rommel s greatest challenge is to
strike the allies on his front while struggling behind the lines with the growing insanity of adolf hitler who thwarts the strategies rommel knows will succeed meanwhile sergeant jesse adams a no
nonsense veteran of the 82nd airborne parachutes with his men behind german lines into a chaotic and desperate struggle and as the invasion force surges toward the beaches of normandy private tom
thorne of the 29th infantry division faces the horrifying prospects of fighting his way ashore on a stretch of coast more heavily defended than the allied commanders anticipate omaha beach from g i to



general this story carries the reader through the war s most crucial juncture the invasion that altered the flow of the war and ultimately changed history

Journey in Search of the Way 1993-01-01

this autobiography describes a woman s attainment of enlightenment in modern japan satomi my�d� rejected the traditional roles of good wife and wise mother broke with her unhappy past and followed
her spiritual path beginning as the disciple of a shinto priest at midlife she turned to zen buddhism encouraged by a female dharma friend and by various teachers under the guidance of yasutani r�shi she
attained kensh� the goal of her lifetime s search

Queen of the Tiles 2023-03-28

fifteen year old najwa bakri is forced to investigate the mysterious death of her best friend and scrabble queen trina a year after the fact when her instagram comes back to life with cryptic posts and
messages

The Woman at the Light 2012-07-03

one afternoon in 1839 emily lowry s husband vanishes from wreckers cay an isolated island off the coast of key west where he tends to the lighthouse as days stretch into months emily has no choice
but take charge of wrecker s cay and her husband s duties tending the light to support her three children and a fourth on the way unexpected help arrives when a runaway slave named andrew washes up
on their beach at first emily is intensely wary of this strange charming man whose very presence there is highly illegal but andrew proves himself an enormous help and soon wins the hearts of the lowry
family and far from the outside world and society s rules his place in emily s life as steadfast now as the light will forever change their futures when emily s family is ripped apart once again she faces
untold hardships that test her love and determination and show how the passionate love of a defiant determined woman can overcome any obstacle

Cakes from Scratch in Half the Time 2005-07-21

pressed for time many of us have whipped out a box and doctored a cake but no matter what we do it never tastes quite like homemade enter cakes from scratch in half the time this revolutionary
cookbook teaches the time saving methods of baking homemade cakes in a fraction of the usual time when a last minute birthday or bake sale comes around it s easy to impress with one of these fabulous
layered confections sheet cakes or jelly rolls no one will guess how easy it was to make and who s going to tell them borrowing tried and true techniques from professional bakers award winning
author linda west eckhardt has developed simple shortcuts to shave precious minutes off preparation and baking time need a little convincing just try the luscious praline pound fudge cake sweet and
tangy tangerine jelly roll or the deliciously decadent lemon curd layer cake topped with lemony cream cheese frosting so kiss those cake mixes goodbye and forget frantic trips to the bakery now anyone
can have their cake from scratchand you know they ll eat it too

God is an Astronaut 2014-06-19

a stunning story of a woman a marriage and an impossible love from the first page i was drawn in by this gripping and winning novel the writing is fresh vivid and funny beautifully capturing the mysteries
of both the cosmos and our daily lives madeline miller author of circe and the song of achilles an incredibly powerful modern love story cosmopolitan as though a gesture could save anyone in this
universe where even the smallest pieces are hurtling away from one another at the speed of light that s all then or all i can say right now what say you jess frobisher is a botany professor at the
local university her husband liam works for a space tourism company called spaceco which has just become front page news one of their shuttles exploded shortly after lift off killing everyone on
board the press descends with the future of the company in doubt two filmmakers approach liam about making a documentary on the space tourism industry seeing this as an opportunity to save spaceco
liam agrees to cooperate assembling a team for another trip into space when he asks jess to go she must decide how far she s willing to go to save her faltering marriage and her life as she knows it



Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant 2012-04-30

one of the daily telegraph s 100 greatest novels of all time through every family run memories which bind it together despite everything the tulls of baltimore are no exception abandoned by her salesman
husband pearl is left to bring up her three children alone cody a flawed devil ezra a flawed saint and jenny errant and passionate now as pearl lies dying stiffly encased in her pride and solitude the past
is unlocked and with it its secrets anne tyler has sold over 8 million books worldwide anne tyler takes the ordinary the small and makes them sing rachel joyce she knows all the secrets of the human
heart monica ali a masterly author sebastian faulks i love anne tyler i ve read every single book she s written jacqueline wilson

The Lost Book of Eleanor Dare 2022-04-12

the fate of the world is often driven by the curiosity of a girl what happened to the lost colony of roanoke remains a mystery but the women who descended from eleanor dare have long known that the
truth lies in what she left behind a message carved onto a large stone and the contents of her treasured commonplace book brought from england on eleanor s fateful voyage to the new world her book
was passed down through the fifteen generations of daughters who followed as they came of age thirteen year old alice had been next in line to receive it but her mother s tragic death fractured the
unbroken legacy and the dare stone and the shadowy history recorded in the book faded into memory or so alice hoped in the waning days of world war ii alice is a young widow and a mother herself when
she is unexpectedly presented with her birthright the deed to evertell her abandoned family home and the history she thought forgotten determined to sell the property and step into a future free of the
past alice returns to savannah with her own thirteen year old daughter penn in tow but when penn s curiosity over the lineage she never knew begins to unveil secrets from beneath every stone and bone
and shell of the old house and eleanor s book is finally found alice is forced to reckon with the sacrifices made for love and the realities of their true inheritance as daughters of eleanor dare in this
sweeping tale from award winning author kimberly brock the answers to a real life mystery may be found in the pages of a story that was always waiting to be written praise for the lost book of
eleanor dare from the haunting first line the lost book of eleanor dare transports the reader to a mysterious land time and family the captivating women of the dare legacy must find their true
inheritance hiding behind the untold secrets patti callahan new york times bestselling author historical women s fiction stand alone novel book length approximately 135 000 words includes discussion
questions for book clubs

The Figures of Beauty 2014-10-07

rich imaginative one of the best novels i ve read all year ross king author of leonardo and the last supper a sensuous heartbreaking novel about art beauty and the choices we make that define us for
life in 1968 a young man travels to paris where a series of unlikely events takes him to a tiny village in italy and to the one great love of his life a marble merchant meets a couple on their honeymoon
introducing them to the sensual beauty of carrara an italian woman arrives in canada to find the father she never knew a terrible accident in a marble quarry changes the course of a young boy s life
and ultimately sets in motion each of these stories which david macfarlane masterfully shapes into a magnificent whole a beautifully written complex and bittersweet story that spans continents and
eras daphne kalotay author of russian winter and sight reading

Under A Blood Red Sky 2009-09-03

the sunday times top ten bestselling author historical epic fiction it doesn t get much better than this the bookseller discover a brilliant story of love danger courage and betrayal from the
internationally bestselling author of the betrayal davinsky labour camp siberia 1933 sofia morozova knows she has to escape only two things have sustained her through the bitter cold aching
hunger and hard labour the prospect of one day walking free and the stories told by her friend anna beguiling tales of a charmed upbringing in petrograd and of anna s fervent love for a passionate
revolutionary vasily so when anna falls gravely ill sofia makes a promise to escape the camp and find vasily to chase the memory that has for so long spun hope in both their hearts but sofia knows
that times have changed russia gripped by the iron fist of communism is no longer the country of her friend s childhood her perilous search takes her from industrial factories to remote villages where she
discovers a web of secrecy and lies but also bonds of courage and loyalty and an overwhelming love that threatens her promise to anna further praise for kate furnivall wonderful hugely ambitious
and atmospheric kate mosse superb storytelling dinah jefferies a thrilling plot fast paced with a sinister edge times a thrilling compelling read wonderful lesley pearse gripping poignant beautifully
written will capture the reader to the last sun truly captivating elle perfect escapist reading marie claire an achingly beautiful epic new woman a rollicking good read daily telegraph



The Lotus Eaters 2010-03-30

a new york times best seller a new york times notable book a unique and sweeping debut novel of an american female combat photographer in the vietnam war as she captures the wrenching chaos and finds
herself torn between the love of two men on a stifling day in 1975 the north vietnamese army is poised to roll into saigon as the fall of the city begins two lovers make their way through the streets
to escape to a new life helen adams an american photojournalist must take leave of a war she is addicted to and a devastated country she has come to love linh the vietnamese man who loves her must
grapple with his own conflicted loyalties of heart and homeland as they race to leave they play out a drama of devotion and betrayal that spins them back through twelve war torn years beginning in
the splendor of angkor wat with their mentor larger than life war correspondent sam darrow once helen s infuriating love and fiercest competitor and linh s secret keeper boss and truest friend tatjana
soli paints a searing portrait of an american woman s struggle and triumph in vietnam a stirring canvas contrasting the wrenching horror of war and the treacherous narcotic of obsession with the
redemptive power of love readers will be transfixed by this stunning novel of passion duty and ambition among the ruins of war

The Brightest Star in the Sky 2010

at 66 star street dublin someone is watching over the lives of the people living in its flats but no one is aware of it one ofthem is ready to take the plunge and fall in love another is torn between two
very different lovers

Sight Reading 2014-05-01

compulsively readable memorable and wise nancy richler author of the giller prize finalist the imposter bride on a boston street one warm spring day hazel and remy spot each other for the first time in
years although their brief meeting may seem insignificant behind them lie two decades in which their life paths have crisscrossed diverged and ultimately interlaced remy a gifted violinist is married to the
composer nicholas elko once the love of hazel s life it has been twenty years since remy an ambitious conservatory student nicholas a wunderkind launching an international career and his wife the
beautiful and fragile hazel first came together tipping their collective world on its axis as their story unfolds and they find themselves linked anew by a final secret each discovers the surprising ways in
which the quest to create something real and true be it a work of art or one s own life can lead to the most personal of revelations lyrical and evocative sight reading explores mysteries of intuition
and perception while unspooling a transporting story of marriage family and the secrets we keep even from ourselves

The Art of Fiction 2012-04-30

in this entertaining and enlightening collection david lodge considers the art of fiction under a wide range of headings drawing on writers as diverse as henry james martin amis jane austen and james joyce
looking at ideas such as the intrusive author suspense the epistolary novel magic realism and symbolism and illustrating each topic with a passage taken from a classic or modern novel david lodge
makes the richness and variety of british and american fiction accessible to the general reader he provides essential reading for students aspiring writers and anyone who wants to understand how fiction
works

The Lunar Housewife 2022-06-14

a stylish and suspenseful historical page turner following an up and coming journalist who stumbles onto a web of secrets deceptions and mysteries at a popular new literary magazine inspired by the
true story of cia intervention in cold war american arts and letters wonderfully entertaining and slyly subversive caroline woods pens a story that will linger in the memory kate quinn new york times
bestselling author of the alice network louise leithauser s star is on the rise she s filing stories at her boyfriend joe s new literary magazine and the novel she s writing is going swimmingly but when she
overhears joe and his business partner fighting about listening devices and death threats louise can t help but investigate and learns that someone is pulling joe s strings someone who doesn t want
artists criticizing uncle sam meanwhile opportunities are falling in louise s lap that she d have to be crazy to refuse can louise let doors keep opening for her while the establishment censors her fellow
writers as her suspicions mount louise s novel is colored by her newfound knowledge and when she s forced to consider her future sooner than she planned louise needs to decide whether she can trust joe



for the rest of her life full of period detail and nail biting tension caroline woods channels 1950s new york glamour as louise comes face to face with shocking secrets brutal sexism and life or death
consequences the lunar housewife is a historical thriller rich with meaning for modern readers

Passage West 2020-04-21

audacious reddi has produced a social novel in the broadest sense leading us to make connections beyond the page such connections stretch beyond california requiring us to think about to reimagine the
history of immigration in the united states david l ulin alta reddi is a talented writer with a gift for pacing she knows how to employ suspense to keep readers turning pages los angeles times in passage
west reddi expertly navigates decades of rich history through the eyes of multiple characters passage west lays out the foundation for american society today wbur rishi reddi takes epic to the next
level with this untold poc history of california passage west is a novel of california of the u s mexico border and of america that you probably had no idea you needed in your life reddi s prose measured
and with exquisite attention to sonics of accents and multiple languages is a pleasure electric literature reddi takes up the lives of punjabi farmers in california passage west is also a story of the
pull of old ties the urgency and desperation to seek love make connections and prove oneself so as to belong in this different world that has inadvertently or otherwise become home reddi s novel is
visual and resounds with vibrant pulsating drama popmatters vibrant this wise and wonderfully written novel reminiscent of john steinbeck s best shines a light on a little known facet of american
history it speaks to the question of what it means to be american of who belongs and most importantly how we can do better as a nation at guaranteeing the basic human rights and dignities of
everyone who lives and works on this soil ms reddi is a tremendous talent criminal element riveting an enthralling and dramatic story passage west informs the reader at great depth about the history of
indian japanese and mexican immigrants in california without breaking the spell of the narrative high country news a richly layered historical novel that tells the stories of ordinary people living in
extraordinary times reddi is a meticulous researcher history buff and like her character ram a fascinating storyteller she skillfully embeds the ubiquitous bigotry of the time in her narrative although
the novel provides readers with a detailed view of our nation s past indignities the book s themes of racism discrimination and anti immigration disconcertingly resemble the divisiveness of the united states
today booktrib reddi s engrossing first novel after the collection karma explores the immigrant experience of indian americans in early 20th century california reddi vividly evokes the landscape and the
characters place in it making the conclusion all the more wrenching reddi s steinbeck ian tale adds a valuable contribution to the stories of immigrants in california publishers weekly a debut novel
recounts the struggles and triumphs of immigrants in california s imperial valley a century ago the sweeping narrative is deeply researched and offers a fascinating look at a historic era from a fresh
perspective the lives of two indian immigrants are scarred by forces still alive a century later kirkus reviews reddi s richly imagined character driven novel sheds light on a little known history of
indians in the u s and surprisingly echoes current events a wonderful historical saga for fans of jane smiley s some luck booklist

The Movement of Stars 2013-04-18

gorgeous sings with insights about love work and how we create our own families oprah com amy brill shines in her sparkling debut novel vanity fair brill s rich detail and research are hugely impressive
it s easy to envision the scenes she sees usa today beautifully written and richly characterized kirkus starred review a terrifically poised and captivating debut paula mclain author of the paris wife a
love story set in 1845 nantucket between a female astronomer and the unusual man who understands her dreams it is 1845 and hannah gardner price has lived all twenty four years of her life
according to the principles of the nantucket quaker community in which she was raised where simplicity and restraint are valued above all and a woman s path is expected to lead to marriage and
motherhood but up on the rooftop each night hannah pursues a very different and elusive goal discovering a comet and thereby winning a gold medal awarded by the king of denmark something unheard of
for a woman and then she meets isaac martin a young dark skinned whaler from the azores who like herself has ambitions beyond his expected station in life drawn to his intellectual curiosity and honest
manner hannah agrees to take isaac on as a student but when their shared interest in the stars develops into something deeper hannah s standing in the community begins to unravel challenging her most
fundamental beliefs about work and love and ultimately changing the course of her life forever inspired by the work of maria mitchell the first professional female astronomer in america the movement of
stars is a richly drawn portrait of desire and ambition in the face of adversity

Upstream 2016-10-11

one of o the oprah magazine s ten best books of the year the new york times bestselling collection of essays from beloved poet mary oliver there s hardly a page in my copy of upstream that isn t folded
down or underlined and scribbled on so charged is oliver s language maureen corrigan npr s fresh air uniting essays from oliver s previous books and elsewhere this gem of a collection offers a compelling
synthesis of the poet s thoughts on the natural spiritual and artistic worlds the new york times in the beginning i was so young and such a stranger to myself i hardly existed i had to go out into the



world and see it and hear it and react to it before i knew at all who i was what i was what i wanted to be so begins upstream a collection of essays in which revered poet mary oliver reflects on her
willingness as a young child and as an adult to lose herself within the beauty and mysteries of both the natural world and the world of literature emphasizing the significance of her childhood friend
walt whitman through whose work she first understood that a poem is a temple a place to enter and in which to feel and who encouraged her to vanish into the world of her writing oliver meditates on
the forces that allowed her to create a life for herself out of work and love as she writes i could not be a poet without the natural world someone else could but not me for me the door to the
woods is the door to the temple upstream follows oliver as she contemplates the pleasure of artistic labor her boundless curiosity for the flora and fauna that surround her and the responsibility she
has inherited from shelley wordsworth emerson poe and frost the great thinkers and writers of the past to live thoughtfully intelligently and to observe with passion throughout this collection
oliver positions not just herself upstream but us as well as she encourages us all to keep moving to lose ourselves in the awe of the unknown and to give power and time to the creative and whimsical
urges that live within us

Bottomland 2016-03-01

a lyrical at times mysterious and dreamy tale of family ties an intriguing modern take on a classic american landscape kirkus reviews at once intimate and sweeping bottomland follows the hess family in
the years after world war i as they attempt to rid themselves of the anti german sentiment that left a stain on their name but when the youngest two daughters vanish in the middle of the night the
family must piece together what happened while struggling to maintain their life on the unforgiving iowa plains in the weeks after esther and myrle s disappearance their siblings desperately search for
them through the stark farmlands to the unfamiliar world of far off chicago have the girls run away to another farm have they gone to the city to seek a new life or were they abducted ostracized and
misunderstood in their small town in the wake of the war the hesses fear the worst from the acclaimed author of the quickening bottomland is more than a literary mystery it s a trance a poem a
lamentation a benediction and it s breathtaking as in remind yourself to breathe rebecca makkai author of the great believers hoover skillfully interweaves many of the hess family members narratives her
descriptions of the bleak rural landscape are chilling fans of jim harrison s legends of the fall will enjoy the plot willa cather enthusiasts will relish the setting and theodore dreiser readers will savor
the gritty characterizations library journal starred review there are many compelling things about michelle hoover s potent new novel bottomland not least of all her austere style and its visceral
punch the boston globe

Fraulein M. 2017

in this multilayered historical novel that explores family secrets and hidden identities woods skillfully captures the disorienting mixture of heady freedom and mounting fear characterizing 1930s berlin
and the political and gender issues she raises add contemporary relevancy publishers weekly berlin 1931 sisters raised in a catholic orphanage berni and grete metzger are each other s whole world that
is until life propels them to opposite sides of seedy splendid and violent weimar berlin berni becomes a cigarette girl a denizen of the cabaret scene alongside her transgender best friend who is considering a
risky gender reassignment surgery meanwhile grete is hired as a maid to a nazi family and begins to form a complicated bond with their son as germany barrels toward the third reich and ruin one of the
sisters must make a devastating choice south carolina 1970 with the recent death of her father janeen moore yearns to know more about her family history especially the closely guarded story of her
mother s youth in germany one day she intercepts a letter intended for her mother a confession written by a german woman a plea for forgiveness what role does janeen s mother play in this story and
why does she seem so distressed by recent news that a former ss officer has resurfaced in america fr�ulein m abounds with hidden identities and family secrets with its multilayered exploration of family
ties hard choices and the weight of history in our lives the novel shines light on a brilliant new voice

Rutting Season 2020-01-21

this sparkling collection of short stories explores the effects of loss and the surprising ways people find to keep going for fans of alice munro and marilynne robinson refinery29 in these lucid sharply
observant stories mandeliene smith traces the lives of men and women in moments of crisis a woman whose husband has just died a social worker struggling to escape his own past a girl caught in a
standoff between her mother s boyfriend and the police wise and insightful smith is an uncommonly talented writer with a particularly sharp eye for the serrated edge of human nature publishers weekly in
what it takes a teenage girl navigates race and class as the school s pot dealer the someday cat follows a small girl terrified of being given away by her neglectful mother three views of a pond is a
meditation on the healing time brings for a college student considering suicide and in animals a child wrestles with the contradictions inherent in her family s relationship with the farm animals they both
care for and kill in barnyards office buildings and dilapidated houses smith s characters fight for happiness and survival and the choices they make reveal the power of instinct to save or destroy



whether she s writing about wives struggling with love teenage girls resisting authority or men and women reeling from loss smith illuminates her characters with pointed gorgeous language and searing
insight rutting season is an arresting debut short story collection at once powerful and delicate compassionate and clear eyed this book is sure to breed interest in a new literary voice kirkus reviews
starred review

Blue Hours 2019-07-15

a mystery linking manhattan circa 1991 to eastern afghanistan in 2012 blue hours tells of a life changing friendship between two memorable heroines when we first meet mim she is a recent college
graduate who has disavowed her lower middle class roots to befriend kyra a dancer and daughter of privilege until calamity causes their estrangement twenty years later kyra has gone missing from her
ngo s headquarters in jalalabad and mim now a recluse in rural new england embarks on a journey to find her in its nuance originality and moral complexity blue hours becomes an unexpected page turner

The Scribe of Siena 2017-05-16

equal parts love story and historical conspiracy think the girl with a pearl earring meets outlander debut author melodie winawer takes readers deep into medieval italy where the past and present blur
and a twenty first century woman will discover a plot to destroy siena

Your Mouth Is Lovely 2013-08-27

your mouth is lovely is a grand and glorious novel greeted with ecstatic reviews in canada and on the international scene the story of a family caught between the rich yet rigid traditions of the past
and the unfamiliar and often frightening ways of a society poised on the precipice of change your mouth is lovely centers around miriam a young jewish woman caught in the 1905 russian revolution the
kind of book that simply won t be put down this is literary fiction at its very best

Secret Daughter 2012-11-06

somer s life is everything sheimagined it would be she s newly married and has started her career as a physician in sanfrancisco until she makes the devastating discovery she never will be able to have
children the same year in india a poor mother makes the heartbreaking choice to save her newborn daughter s life by giving her away it is a decision that will haunt kavita for the rest of her life and cause
a ripple effect that travels across the world and back again asha adopted out of a mumbai orphanage is the child that binds the destinies of these two women we follow both families invisibly connected
until asha s journey of self discovery leads her back to india compulsively readable and deeply touching secret daughter is a story of the unforeseen ways in which our choices and families affect our
lives and the indelible power of love in all its many forms

Today Is Not Your Day 2015-10-01

when cancer shatters nina baldwin s perfect life she renegotiates her marriage and her relationship with her awkward extraordinary daughter

After 2014

confessions of a dj auto tune gives you a better me how music travels world music 2 0 red bull gives you wings cut paste tools loops how to hold on active listening



Uproot 2016-08-16

hallie corson returns home to care for her teenage brother josh after their parents die in a fiery crash

Prater Violet 1946

a tremendous talent boston globe restoration is an elegantly constructed work of fiction seamlessly moving between the past and the present ron rash bestselling author of serena acclaimed novelist
olaf olafsson brings us restoration a sweeping story of love tested by human frailty and the terrors and tragedies of war departing from the landscapes of his native iceland so beautifully evoked in
absolution the journey home and other previous works olafson sets restoration in the gorgeous italian hills of tuscany during the world war two years of the early 1940s he captivates readers
with a deeply emotional story in the vein of the english patient by michael ondaajte ian mcewan s atonement and other contemporary literary classics spinning a tale of passion art war and betrayal
centered around a pair of love triangles and a forged caravaggio

The Fifty-first State 2013

Restoration 2012-02-07
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